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Signs that a 
young child 
may have vision 
problems 

Newborns can see best at a distance of only 8 to 14 inches. A 
newborn can see things further away, but it is harder for him to focus 
on distant objects. Still, a light shining from faraway may catch his 
eye, and he may stare at another family member moving around 
the room. 

After human faces, brightness and movement are the things infants 
like to look at best. Although a newborn’s sight is functioning, it still 
needs some fine tuning, especially when it comes to focusing far off. 
His eyes may even seem to cross or diverge (go “wall-eyed”) briefly. 
This is normal, and your newborn’s eye muscles will strengthen and 
mature during the next few months. 

A newborn is better equipped to see contrasting colors than colors 
similar to one another. Black-and-white pictures or toys will keep his 
interest far longer than objects or pictures with lots of similar colors. 

Knowing that your newborn sees and enjoys seeing should prompt 
you to give him lots of interesting sights to look at, but don’t overload 
him. One item at a time is plenty. And don’t forget to move your baby 
around a bit during the day. You’ll be providing a needed change of 
scenery to your little looker. 

Signs that a young child may have vision problems include: 

• 	constant eye rubbing 
• 	extreme light sensitivity 
• 	poor focusing 
• 	poor visual tracking (following an object) 
• 	abnormal alignment or movement of the eyes (after six 

months of age) 
• 	chronic redness of the eyes 
• 	chronic tearing of the eyes 
• 	a white pupil instead of black 

Children with hearing loss are at greater risk for visual problems. 
Consult a pediatric eye care specialist if your child has been 
diagnosed with a hearing loss. 

Adapted from http://kidshealth.org/parent/general/eyes/vision.html 
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UIC Division of Specialized Care 
for Children 
2815 West Washington, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 19481 
Springfield, Illinois 62794-9481 
Voice (217) 793-2350 
Toll Free/TTY (800) 322-3722 
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